
Getting Started

Connecting with Daily Core Instruction

Teaching the Lesson
Warm Up Ideas

Progress Monitoring
General Outcome Measure (GOM) Skill Measure 

Use a measure such as Letter Sound Fluency, Nonsense/
Decodable Word Fluency, or Oral Reading Fluency

(based on district resources)

Short Vowels (CVC) or 
Consonant Digraphs (CD) 

(refer to PRESS assessments)

Pre-assessment:  Determine which phonics skills to teach by using the Decoding Inventory phonics 
assessment. Refer to the “What to Teach” column of the Phonics Interventions Sequence.
Notes
• Do not teach letter-sound correspondences that are similar in shape or sound consecutively (e.g., m

and n, or b and d).
• It is best to use all lower-case letters.
• Prior to this intervention, the letter-sound assessment should be given to determine what letter-

sound correspondences the students know.

• When the class is studying a particular letter-sound correspondence, include that as a target
sound-symbol correspondence during the intervention.

• Words may be taken from a book the students are working with during class time (either from a
read-aloud session, or guided reading or independent reading book). If possible, show the students
the book and explicitly remind them that they have read the words in the book. Then, read the
words in context during the intervention.

• Phonemic awareness blending or segmenting (game or activity)

• Work on only two-phoneme words with continuous sounds until the students have mastered these.
• Model more words.
• Be certain that errors are corrected immediately, and that correct responses receive positive

feedback.
• Pair the sounds with the visual representations of the letters as often as you can during this

intervention.

Classwide Option
Materials: Same as small group
Procedure:
• Follow the same procedure as for small group
• During guided practice, students work with partners or individually
• Selection of letter sounds can follow the order suggested in the introduction, or may be modified

based on your classroom data

What if I don’t see progress? Possible modifications:
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Objective:  Students will demonstrate 
letter-sound correspondence, read and 
build CVC words.

For Use When: Students are accurate in 
letter-sound correspondence, but need 
practice putting the sounds together to 
make words.

Materials:
• Lower-case letters
• Small portable white boards
• Dry-erase markers and erasers
• Prepared word list

See Tools at PRESScommunity.org

Intervention Procedure
1. GATHER AND ORGANIZE MATERIALS

Select a word list from the Tools section at PRESScommunity.org that contains the target letter-sound 
correspondence. Organize lower-case letters and prepare sound boxes to build CVC words. Draw boxes 
like the ones shown below on a small portable white board, prepare a mat with sound boxes, or use 
three post-it notes. 

2. ARTICULATE OBJECTIVE

“Today you will learn how to blend the sounds of letters together to make words.”

3. EXPLAIN GAME OR ACTIVITY

“First, we will review some letters and their sounds and then we will put those sounds together to 
make words using sound boxes.”

4. CHECK FOR STUDENT UNDERSTANDING

Teach unknown letter sound/s with explicit instruction. Hold up the first target letter and say: 
“This letter is _____ and it makes the /___/ sound. What sound does _____ make?”

FEEDBACK:

If correct: “Good, ___ makes the /_/ sound.”
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If incorrect or students fail to respond: “No, this is the letter ___ and it makes the /_/ sound. What 
sound does ___ make?”

Provide a brief review of all other letters and sounds taught in the lesson.

Be sure to make the appropriate sound. For example, /t/ is not pronounced “tuh,” and /d/ is not 
pronounced “duh.”

5. MODEL THE ACTIVITY OR GAME

Begin with words that follow the CVC pattern and have regular short vowel sounds with the target 
sound. For example, if the target sound is /ă/, choose the words “tan,” “pan,” “pat,” “hat,” and “sat.”
Say the first word.

“I hear the /___/, /___/, and /___/ sounds in the word _____.” 

“I hear the /___/ sound first, so I am going to put the letter _____ in the first box. I hear the /___/ 
sound second, so I will put _____ here. Finally, I hear the /___/ sound last, so I will put _____ at the 
end.”

Say each sound individually while pointing at the letters: “/___/, /___/, /___/” 

Then, blend the sounds together to read the whole word while running your finger underneath. 
“When I blend these sounds together, the word is __________.”

6. PROVIDE GUIDED PRACTICE

“Now let’s do another word together.”

Say the second word. Then ask:

“What sounds do you hear in _____?”

Wait for the students to say the sounds.

7. GIVE SPECIFIC FEEDBACK

If correct: “Good, you hear the /_/, /_/, and /_/ sounds in the word_______.”

If incorrect or students fail to respond: “No,  I hear the /_/,  /_/, and /_/ sounds in the word _____.  
“What sounds do you hear in the word?”

“The letters that make those sounds are ___, ___, and ___.”

Hold up the letter as you say each corresponding sound. Give the students the letters and ask them to 
say the sounds one at a time while putting the letters in the corresponding boxes. Have the students 
read the word when finished. Provide immediate and specific feedback.
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8. PROVIDE INDEPENDENT PRACTICE

Once the students successfully complete the task with guidance, provide them with independent 
practice by saying additional words with the target sound(s), and having them place the corresponding 
letters in the appropriate sound boxes. Remember to provide explicit feedback.

INCLUDE GENERALIZED PRACTICE

If time allows, guide students to apply short vowel decoding skills in other contexts.
Have students:

• practice reading short vowel words with and without digraphs in a variety of ways to gain fluency
(e.g., lists, games cards, in short passages).

• practice writing short vowel words with and without digraphs.
• read connected text with short vowel words that include digraphs.
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Interventionist: ________________________ Observer: __________________________________

Date: ________________ Group:__________________________ Score: _______/10 _____ %

Tier 2
Intervention Fidelity Checklist

Phonics Aquisition Beginning (P-3)

Essential Component Reading Target: Phonics (Aquisition)

Yes


Points Intervention Procedure

0.5 1. GATHER AND ORGANIZE MATERIALS: Select a word list from the Tools section
at PRESScommunity.org that contains the target letter-sound correspondence. Organize
lower-case letters and prepare sound boxes to build CVC words. Draw boxes on a small
portable white board, prepare a mat with sound boxes, or use three post-it notes.

0.5 2. ARTICULATE OBJECTIVE: “Today you will learn how to blend the sounds of letters
together to make words.”

0.5 3. EXPLAIN GAME OR ACTIVITY: “First we will review some letters and their sounds
and then we will put those sounds together to make words using sound boxes.”

0.5 4. CHECK FOR STUDENT UNDERSTANDING: Teach unknown letter sounds with
explicit instruction. Provide a brief overview of all other letters and sounds taught in the
lesson.

2.0 5. MODEL THE ACTIVITY OR GAME:  Say the first word. “I hear the /___/, /___/, and
/___/ sounds in the word _____. I hear the /___/ sound first, so I am going to put the
letter _____ in the first box. I hear the /___/ sound second, so I will put _____ here.
Finally, I hear the /___/ sound last, so I will put _____ at the end.”
Say each sound individually while pointing at the letters: “/___/, /___/, /___/”
Then, blend the sounds together to read the whole word while running your finger
underneath.  “When I blend these sounds together, the word is __________.”

2.0 6. PROVIDE GUIDED PRACTICE:  Say the second word. Then ask: “What sounds do you
hear in _____?”

2.0 7. GIVE SPECIFIC FEEDBACK: If correct: “Good. You hear the /_/, /_/, and /_/ sounds
in the word_______.”
If incorrect or students fail to respond: “No, I hear the /_/, /_/, and /_/ sounds in the word 
_____. What sounds do you hear in the word? The letters that make those sounds are 
___, ___, and ___.”

2.0 8. PROVIDE INDEPENDENT PRACTICE: Once the students successfully complete
the task with guidance, provide them with independent practice by saying additional
words with the target sound(s), and having them place the corresponding letters in the
appropriate sound boxes. Remember to provide explicit feedback.

All items are necessary for fidelity.  Items are weighted based on essential components for student learning.
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